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Pizza Luce 

"Say Cheese!"

Gourmet pizzas and Hoagies are the specialty at Luce Pizza. It offers a

wide range of toppings with Pesto Chicken Pizza being an all time

favorite. There are many options of meat and veggies keeping both the

meat loving and vegan clientele happy. In addition there is a Create your

own option where you can choose from different toppings, cheese and

sauces. Don't forget to try the unique mashed potato pizza and

chickenless Dijon hoagie. There is another Pizza Luce in uptown

Minneapolis on Lyndale Avenue.

 +1 612 333 7359  www.pizzaluce.com  119 North Fourth Street, Minneapolis

MN
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Burch Steakhouse & Pizza Bar 

"Best of Both Worlds"

Steak and pizza: a marriage of two incredible foods. At Burch Steakhouse

and Pizza Bar, you never have to choose between your cravings for rib-

eye and margherita. Located in Uptown, this eatery is trendy and classy,

offering a sophisticated menu of eats and drinks.

 +1 612 843 1515  burchrestaurant.com/  1933 Colfax Ave South, Minneapolis

MN
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Red's Savoy Pizza 

"Best Pizza in Town Served in a Dive Bar"

No one would bother going to this little tavern on the edge of St. Paul's

East side if they didn't have some of the best pizza in the United States.

Savoy piles the toppings on so there's no need to ask for double anything.

The tiny square pieces have a crispy crust and just the right amount of

sauce. The ambiance is reminiscent of an ice fishing shack and just like

with ice fishing, there may be quite a wait on weekends. But the low-slung

bar with light-up beer signs help the booths seem like comfortable

seating. Don't let the parking lot scare you off as this is the real deal.

 +1 612 377 3110  www.savoyuptown.com/  2329 Hennepin Avenue South, St. Paul

MN
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Pizzeria Lola 

"Pizza Party"

Pizzeria Lola is charming, intimate and quirky, making it the perfect place

for a one-of-a-kind date night. Inside, you will find a disco ball and photo

booth, making this a date that's about more than just the pizza - although

the pies are pretty noteworthy as well. Try the Korean BBQ or Sweet

Sausage pizzas to get a taste of Pizzeria Lola's eclectically brilliant

recipes.

 +1 612 424 8338  www.pizzerialola.com/  hello@pizzerialola.com  5557 Xerxes Ave South,

Minneapolis/St. Paul MN
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